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Living on a wish and a prayer?

Then send us an email!
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Wishing and praying you weren’t living?

Find our past issues online!
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What country is your imaginary friend from?   
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Dear Planned Parenthood,

   First off, let me say I’m a huge fan! As a stinky, liberal African-American woman 
I’ve had 30-40 abortions in the past two months and all the best ones were at Planned        
Parenthood! But I’ve been hearing so much about you in the news lately, and I fear 
for you! What will I do without you? So now every time I visit a church or elementary 
school to have promiscuous sex with a random homeless man I take some time out 
of  my Satanic chants to think about how to help you. So in these hours and hours of  
contemplation I have come up with three foolproof  ways to make sure you keep your 
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1) First off, a good way to keep your funding would be to change your approach 
completely. Instead of  educating the public about reproductive health educate them on 
how to balance six dice on a popsicle stick in their mouths for sixty seconds! Statistics 
show that the only way to become both rich AND famous is to embarrass yourself  on 
reality television. Instead of  sex-ed classes, offer classes on Which Gameshow Is Right for You 
and How to Emerge as “The Bitch.” If  I had had education like that available to me years ago 
I could have avoided marrying Alex Trebek all those times. Mistake!

2) A good way to change your public perception could be to change your name! 
Alliterations are very 2005. Some good alternatives would be Sex? What’s Sex?, 
CootieCatchers-R-Us, or Ben and Jerry’s. My vote’s for the last one. That way you’ll keep 
your funding AND expand into ice cream! Everyone knows nothing goes better with a 
blood test than a sugar cone of  Chubby Hubby!

3) If  you want more support you should get a celebrity spokesperson to promote on your 
behalf. But not just any old Oscar-award winning actor or Nobel Peace Prize Recipient 
will do. You need the biggest celebrity of  them all: GOD. Now I know what you’re 
thinking, impossible. God is doing so many different campaigns right now how could we 
ever book him for this? No problem. Divert all of  your funding to paying him directly for 
his promotional services. How can people vote against giving all their money to God? It’s 
a good cause!

If  none of  these things work I guess you’ll just have to give up. It’s hard to believe you 
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let’s look on the bright side. At least.... ummm... well this is awkward. I’ll keep you in my 
Satanic chant prayers. 

Best wishes and free love,

                    Ann
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by JB

With Pi day coming up, we at The Pamphlette 
have come up with some ways you can 
celebrate this special day.

   1. Give a short speech to anyone who 
will listen about how Pi day has positively 
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how it is involved in your favorite activities 
and how it has made math so much more 
fun!

   2. Go to every pizza Pi(e) shop in 
Portland and measure the size to determine 
which Pi(e) is the best value. Remember 
not to buy it! You’re a poor college student 
who can embrace Pi day without spending a dime...or should I say $3.14?!

   3. Only play songs with the word pie in the title. If  you need some examples think, 
“Mud Pies and Gasoline,” “I Like Pie, I Like Cake,” or even the classic, “American Pie.” 
Make sure to avoid “Cherry Pie,” as it could get awkward.

   4. Show up to class and throw a pie at your professor! That’ll really get the party started.

   5. Get a Pi tattoo. They’re classy and look good with everything.

   6. Bake a pie. Try not to get shot by Ladies Pie Society...if  they still exist.

   7. If  you accomplish step 6, cut your pie into 3.14 slices. Good luck!

   8. Make jokes about Marie Antoinette. Then realize that she said cake, not pie. 
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by A-DG

Arizona: Arizona is actually the only state that does not observe daylight savings.  Not 
switching their clocks back and forth is actually the only thing that the Arizona state 
government does that isn’t racist or melanoma-causing.  

Teaneck, New Jersey:  Sherry Pebblestein will refuse to change her clocks as part of  her 
larger program of  resisting government mind-control that also involves not vaccinating her 
children and lining her ceiling with aluminum foil.  

Canada:  Canada will observe daylight savings time just because the US tells it to because they 
are our bitch. And they will be polite about it. ‘Cause they’re bitches. 

Alaska:  Alaska switches their clocks just like the rest of  the country even though they have 
that weird northern sunshine thing where all winter it’s dark and all summer it’s light so 
there’s no point.

Australia:  While we set our clocks forward, Australians set their clocks back an hour because 
clocks go in the opposite direction in the southern hemisphere.

Portland, Oregon:  I will probably sleep through at least two of  my morning classes this 
week.
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BREAKING NEWS: 

Phil Grayson, New York state representative, democrat, champion of  gay rights and 
vocal supporter of  the legalization of  gay marriage, was caught last night at his home 
in Poughkeepsie with a married woman and three minors. An anonymous employee 
of  Grayson’s tipped off  reporters, who, under the FIA were able to obtain Grayson’s 
telephone and email records. These records present overwhelming evidence of  
Grayson’s prolonged marital affair with one “Tabitha Brecht-Grayson” from Cheyenne, 
WY. The couple have been together over thirty years and were married in 1988, a fact 
Rep. Grayson never thought to bring up in his numerous campaigns to extend similar 
rights to homosexuals. This revelation has come to light following a bill, signed and 
promoted by Grayson, that would, if  passed, legalize gay marriage in the state of  New 
York. Eyewitnesses present at the scene last night were shocked to see Mrs. Brecht-
Grayson holding her husband’s hand as they emerged from the house – where they have 
presumably cohabitated for much of  the duration of  their tryst – to make a statement. 
One neighbor commented, “He always seemed so, you know, normal. Committed to 
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been a ruse...I guess it just makes you think of  the hypocrisy of  politics in a dangerously 
repressed, unjust society.” Mrs. Brecht-Grayson’s age and legal status have not yet been 
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3.14 pieces of  pie
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by BS

In response to the recent waves of  criticism by the student body, Mike Brody and Gary 
Granger have announced a new program to try and get students involved in community 
safety on campus. This new initiative, the Narcotics and Alcohol at Reed College program, 
will employ a student-led group to monitor students and inform CSOs of  AOD violations.
  “I’m excited about the possibilities,” said Mr. Granger, in a recent interview. “These 
NARCs will be able to gain the trust of  their fellow students without raising suspicion. 
We’ll be able to keep track of  and prevent unsafe behavior like never before.”
    A NARC will hang out with fellow students, employing newly-developed Wireless 
Information-Recieving Electronic devices to send information quickly and accurately to 
CSOs. Wearing a WIRE, NARCs will be able to record the voices of  students engaged in 
unsafe behavior, and will be able to later identify the voices to Mr. Granger.
    “Using information from the WIREs allows us to issue AOD violations in places a CSO 
would never be able to get to,” continued Mr. Granger. “NARCs can patrol the dorms and 
enter people’s rooms with the permission of  unsuspecting students, who are unaware of  
the WIRE. We can secretly obtain information about their unsafe activities, and respond 
swiftly to stop them.”
    Mr. Brody and Mr. Granger hope that this new program will help to ease the recent ten-
sion between students and CSOs.

Celine Dion observes Daylight savings time because we tell her to.
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Hey there, rabid Sexual Intellectual fans! It’s your sexual messiah, a.k.a. the fucking know-
it-all, back at ya with some new advice. I know nobody on campus is having sex (except 
me and my 27 other partners this week), so I thought I might share some of  my almighty 
knowledge with you lesser beings.

Spring Break is approaching, a time when even the squarest of  squares (aka you all) can 
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night:

B' Have patience: Wait until the good-looking 
folks like me to leave the parties, so you can 
mop up the drunk-and-ugly chicks and dicks 
who have self-esteem problems. Slide on over, 
wipe the vomit out of  their hair, and put your 
moves on.

B' Avoid crabs: We all love to eat crabs, sucking 
the tasty, succulent, moist meat out of  their 
hard outer shells, but genital crabs are no fun. If  ya taste some crunch while gagging 
on your fugly partner’s stanky bits, abort!
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the window without risk of  injury, and hit the ground running. Remember to park 
nearby for quick getaways.

    That’s all, folks! Next week we’ll discuss how to recognize common signs of  STDs, and 
how to explain them to your girlfriend.
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